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Abstract: We analyse two high-resolution 2D hybrid simulations of plasma turbulence with observation-
driven initial conditions that are representative of the near-Sun and the near-Earth solar wind. The former
employs values of some fundamental parameters that have been measured by the Parker Solar Probe
at 0.17 au from the Sun, while, in the latter, they are set to average values typically observed at 1 au.
We compare the spatial and spectral properties of the magnetic, ion velocity, and density fluctuations,
as well as the time evolution of magnetic reconnection events that occur spontaneously as the result
of the development of turbulence. Despite some differences due to the different plasma conditions,
some key features are observed in both simulations: elongated ion-scale Alfvénic structures form
in between vortices whenever the orientation of the magnetic field lines is the same, i.e., magnetic
reconnection via the formation of an X point cannot occur; the magnetic and density fluctuations
at sub-ion scales are governed by force balance; the magnetic compressibility at sub-ion scales is
compatible with isotropic magnetic field components; the characteristic time of the formation of
current sheets is the eddy turnover at the energy injection scale, while the characteristic time for their
disruption via reconnection is compatible with the Alfvén time of the background turbulence.

Keywords: space plasmas; plasma astrophysics; solar wind; interplanetary turbulence

1. Introduction

The solar wind is a turbulent, weakly collisional, magnetised plasma flowing from the
solar corona and filling the whole heliosphere, e.g., [1,2]. Despite decades of observational,
theoretical, and numerical studies, solar wind heating and acceleration still represents
one of the most fundamental open questions in space plasma physics. The solar wind
turbulence properties and their evolution with the radial distance from the Sun have
been investigated using in-situ spacecraft measurements at different heliocentric distances,
e.g., [3–5]. These studies have shown that protons follow neither the adiabatic prediction
nor the double-adiabatic one for a spherical expansion and need to be (anisotropically)
heated [6–8]. Different mechanisms, such as turbulence, kinetic instabilities, and magnetic
reconnection, typically have an anisotropic effect on the particle thermal energetics. All
these processes are also strongly linked to each other, and disentangling their relative
contributions is not straightforward and requires a combined effort of observations and
modelling. Thanks to radial alignments between the Parker solar probe (PSP) and Solar
Orbiter, it is now possible to investigate the evolution of the same solar wind parcel during
its expansion starting closer to the Sun than ever before, up to 0.1 au. Recent results
have shown that the near-Sun solar wind is highly Alfvénic and characterised by less
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developed turbulence, and that it evolves with the radial distance from the Sun towards
fully developed and intermittent turbulence, e.g., [9].

High-resolution numerical simulations of turbulent plasmas represent an invaluable
tool for interpreting spacecraft data and disentangling the different heating and acceleration
mechanisms, e.g., [10–36]. On the one hand, they provide key additional information that
are not available from single-spacecraft measurements (e.g., electromagnetic fields and
particles’ moments in tens or hundreds of million grid points simultaneously). On the other
hand, they can be used as controlled experiments to test specific plasma conditions and the
relative contributions of the different processes under varying plasma parameters. In this
regard, observation-driven hybrid kinetic simulations, employing initial conditions built
from average plasma parameters measured by spacecraft, have been recently successful
in modelling the turbulent properties of different regions of the inner heliosphere, i.e., the
Earth’s magnetosheath [37] and the near-Sun solar wind [38]. In particular, Franci et al. [38]
have recovered the shape of the power spectrum of the magnetic field as observed by PSP
during its first perihelion, with a transition region around the ion scales characterised by
a spectral index compatible with −11/3. This is steeper than the values that are typically
obtained at 1 au, which exhibit a statistical distribution peaking around −2.8, e.g., [39],
although there is a tendency towards steeper power laws when the level of turbulent
fluctuations is larger and/or the ion plasma beta βi, i.e., the ratio of the ion thermal
pressure to the magnetic pressure, is smaller, e.g., [40,41]. A similar trend is observed in
numerical simulations with varying ion plasma beta [42], where the spectral index is found
to be compatible with −11/3 for very small values of βi and increases with increasing
βi, being ∼ −3 for βi ∼ 1, which is a typical average value for the solar wind at 1 au,
e.g., [39,43,44].

Here, we analyse and compare two high-resolution 2D hybrid kinetic simulations
of fully developed plasma turbulence covering two decades of scales around the ion
characteristic scales. These have been previously found to reproduce well the spectral
properties of solar wind turbulence at 0.17 and 1 au from the Sun. The former has been
presented and compared to PSP observations in [38] and employs PSP-driven plasma
parameters: it has a larger initial level of turbulent fluctuations with respect to the ambient
magnetic field and βi < 1 and exhibits a magnetic field power-law power spectrum with a
spectral index of −11/3 at sub-ion scales. The latter has been analysed in Franci et al. [45],
with specific focus on the role of magnetic reconnection in triggering a turbulent cascade
at sub-ion scales: it has βi = 1 and a smaller level of fluctuations and exhibits a less steep
magnetic field spectrum with an ion-scale spectral index of −3.

Our comparative study allows us to identify and discuss many similarities and differ-
ences between the two simulations, while also gaining new insights on the development
and nature of turbulence and magnetic reconnection under different plasma conditions.
These include the fact that the magnetic and density fluctuations at sub-ion scales are
mainly governed by the force balance equation, that strong elongated Alfvénic structures
and magnetic field reversals—reminiscent of switchbacks—can form due to interacting
magnetic vortices with aligned magnetic field lines, and that the onset and development
of turbulence-mediated magnetic reconnection is determined by the eddy turnover time
associated with the energy injection scale of the turbulence.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the numerical dataset,
providing details on the simulation setup and on the main plasma parameters. In Section 3,
we present our results, analysing and comparing different types of structures (Section 3.1),
their spectral properties (Section 3.2), and the interplay between turbulence and magnetic
reconnection (Section 3.3). Finally, we discuss our findings in Section 4 and draw our
conclusions in Section 5.

2. Methods

The two numerical simulations were performed using the hybrid particle-in-cell code
CAMELIA [46,47], which solves the Vlasov–Maxwell equations, comprising the equations
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of motion for individual ions, and the electron fluid equations. More specifically, it retains
the kinetic physics associated with ions by modelling them as macroparticles—i.e., portions
of their velocity distribution function—while it does not include any kinetic effect due to
electrons, as these are treated as a massless, isothermal, charge-neutralising fluid.

The initial condition comprises a 2D homogeneous plasma in the (x, y) plane with
an out-of-plane uniform ambient magnetic field, B0 = B0ẑ. This is initially perturbed
with Alfvénic-like magnetic and ion bulk velocity fluctuations with only perpendicular
components with respect to B0. These are the superposition of Fourier modes with equal
amplitude, random phases, and energy equipartition between magnetic and kinetic energy
and are characterised by a negligible initial cross-helicity.

Code units are the magnitude of the ambient field, B0, for magnetic field fluctuations
δB; the Alfvén velocity, VA, for the ion bulk velocity fluctuations δui; the inverse ion
gyrofrequency, Ω−1

i , for time, and the ion inertial length, di = vA/Ωi, for space.
The only parameter that the two simulations have in common is the size of the

simulation box, which is 256 di × 256 di. The main numerical and physical parameters are
listed in Table 1. Run 1 resembles the conditions of the plasma environment met by PSP at
its first perihelion, as the ion and electron plasma betas are set to values comparable to their
average observed values, i.e., βi = 0.2 and βe = 0.5. Run 2 is instead more representative
of the solar wind plasma at 1 au, where the typical values of both βi and βe are clustered
around 1. Other physical parameters characterising the initial conditions for Run 1 and
Run 2, respectively, are the maximum wavenumber of the initial magnetic field spectrum
kinj
⊥ di . 0.4 and 0.3 (we refer to this quantity as the injection scale, and it is important as

it also sets a limit for the turbulence correlation length) and the amplitude of the initial
magnetic fluctuations Brms/B0 ∼ 0.44 and Brms/B0 ∼ 0.25, where Ψrms = (〈Ψ2〉− 〈Ψ〉2)1/2

denotes the root mean square value (rms) of the quantity Ψ.
The numerical setting for Run 1 and Run 2 consists of, respectively, 40962 and 20482

grid points, a spatial resolution ∆x = ∆y = di/16 and di/8, 1024 and 64,000 particles-per-
cell (ppc), and a resistivity η = 1.5× 10−3 and η = 0.5× 10−3 in units of 4π/ωi. Further
details about our numerical setup and its implementation can be found in Franci et al. [20],
while more detailed information on the numerical and physical parameters and further
analysis for Run 1 and Run 2 can be found in Franci et al. [38] and Franci et al. [45], respectively.

The two simulations are here analysed and compared at the time tmax, when their
respective rms value of the current density, Jrms, reaches its maximum. This is considered as
a reliable proxy that indicates when a quasi-stationary turbulent state has fully developed.
As a further confirmation, we have verified that the spectral properties of different fields do
not change significantly around tmax. We found tmax = 50 Ω−1

i and 200 Ω−1
i for Run 1 and

Run 2, respectively. The time evolution of some global quantities (including Jrms) for Run 2
has already been presented in Figure 1 of [45]. For Run 1, the time evolution is qualitatively
the same but faster, in agreement with the fact that the nonlinear eddy turnover time tnl
associated with the injection scales is smaller.

Table 1. List of simulations and their relevant numerical and physical parameters. From left to right,
we report the number of points of the 2D box, the spatial resolution, ∆x, the number of particles-per-
cell, ppc, the resistivity, η, the rms amplitude of the initial magnetic fluctuations, Brms, the injection
scale, kinj

⊥ , the ion plasma beta, βi, and the electron plasma beta, βe. Finally, we list the corresponding
references where the two simulations were first presented, which contain complementary information
and analysis.

Run Grid ∆x ppc η δBrms kinj
⊥ di βi βe Ref.

1 40962 di/16 1024 0.0015 0.44 B0 0.42 0.2 0.5 [38]
2 20482 di/8 64,000 0.0005 0.24 B0 0.28 1 1 [45]
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3. Results
3.1. Different Types of Structures

Let us start our comparison between the two simulations by looking at how the
magnetic and current structures appear when turbulence is fully developed and whether
their shapes and spatial distribution differ. Figure 1 shows contour plots of the logarithm
of the magnitude of the magnetic fluctuations, |δB|2 = |B− B0|2 (left column), and of the
current density, |J|2 (right column), for Run 1 (top row) and Run 2 (bottom row). We have
chosen to show logarithm values so that the small-scale structures can be better appreciated.
In Figure 1a, we can observe the presence in Run 1 of many magnetic vortices with
different radii, ranging from approximately di up to approximately 10 di, which corresponds
approximately to the injection scale. We also observe many elongated filamentary structures,
with a width of the order of di and length of a few tens of di. These typically form due to
the interaction of two large-scale vortices, which become closer together and squeeze the
magnetic field lines in between them, causing an increase in the magnetic field magnitude.
If the magnetic field lines are directed in the same direction, magnetic reconnection via
the formation of an X point does not take place. On the contrary, we have a region where
the perpendicular components of the magnetic field are enhanced and this can extend
for tens of di, following the edge between many vortices, until a region with oppositely
directed magnetic field lines is encountered, and these will eventually break and reconnect.
In these latter regions, we have the formation of strong current sheets, with a width of
the order of di, as observed in Figure 1b. Current sheets keep forming due to interacting
vortices and disrupting via reconnection during the whole evolution, and when a fully
developed turbulent state is achieved, there is some form of balance in a statistical sense
between these two processes, as we will see in more detail in Section 3.3. The magnetic
structures in the two simulations, shown in Figure 1a–c, look qualitatively different. While,
in Run 1, both vortices and filaments look quite smooth, in Run 2, they seem much more
curly and rippled. The filling factor of such coherent structures also seems smaller than
for Run 1. Finally, in Figure 1d, we observe many regions where the current is very small,
especially inside the largest vortices, which does not seem to be the case in Figure 1b.
The different qualitative behaviour is likely related to the total plasma beta: when this
is smaller than 1, the magnetic pressure exceeds the particles’ thermal pressure and it is
therefore more difficult for the fluid to bend the magnetic field lines. It is also reasonable to
expect an effect of the turbulence strength, leading to a different relative contribution from
waves and coherent structures, with the former being more important when the level of
turbulent fluctuations is smaller with respect to the ambient field. A detailed comparative
spatiotemporal analysis, similar to that recently done in Papini et al. [33], would be required
to further investigate the presence and contributions of different types of waves and will
the subject of a future study.

We now analyse more quantitatively some of the different types of structures observed
in the two simulations by extracting 1D data via cuts in the simulation domains. These are
meant to resemble what a spacecraft would measure if it was flying through the box fast
enough that modes and structures would not have the time to evolve with their characteris-
tic time while being crossed. Under this hypothesis (frozen-in Taylor approximation), we
can consider the 1D spatial series as if they were time series.
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Figure 1. Contour plots of the logarithm of the magnitude of the magnetic fluctuations, |δB|2 = |B−
B0|2, and of the current density, |J|2, for Run 1 ((a,b), respectively) and for Run 2 ((c,d), respectively),
at their respective time of maximum turbulent activity. The white horizontal dotted lines mark 1D
cuts that we analyse in Figures 2 and 3.

Figure 2 shows a horizontal 1D cut for Run 1 at y = 104 di. We specifically chose
this coordinate as it contains the absolute minimum value of Bz, which even becomes
negative. The different panels show 2D stripes around the cut for |δB|2 (a), |δui|2 (b),
and n (c), and the 1D cut for |B| and n (d), the x components of |δB| and |δui| (e), their
y components (f), and their z component (g). In panels (e,f), we also show the ion bulk
velocity components with an inverted sign in dashed lines, to highlight regions where
the fluctuations are Alfvénic, by looking for δB ∝ ±δui. Finally, in panel (g), we also plot
Bz = B0 + δBz to look for possible magnetic field reversals. Both |B| and n exhibit quite
large variations with respect to their average value, which is 1 (panel d). We also observe
large variations in the perpendicular components of B and ui (e,f), whose level in some
regions is of the order of the ambient magnetic field. The variations of the z components
are quite small (g), except for a few small regions where they can locally overcome their
perpendicular counterparts.
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Figure 2. Horizontal 1D cut of the simulation domain for Run 1 at y = 104 di. The three top panels
show a 2D rectangular area of height 16 di around the 1D cut for different fields: the magnitude of the
magnetic fluctuations, |δB|2 (panel a), the magnitude of the ion bulk velocity fluctuations, |δui|2 (b),
and the density, n (c). The bottom four panels show the 1D cut for different scalar quantities, i.e., the
magnitude of the magnetic field and the density (d), and the three components of the magnetic field
and the ion bulk velocity (e–g). We compare each component δB̂ with both δui, ̂ and −δui, ̂ (with
̂ = x, y, z) to better identify regions where the fluctuations are Alfvénic.

The three gray-shaded areas in panels (d)–(g) highlight regions where the fluctuations
are highly Alfvénic, as δB̂ = ±ui, ̂, with ̂ = x, y, z. Looking back to panel (a), we can
easily identify these as intense filamentary magnetic structures, with a width of the order
of di, which have formed between large vortices. As we mentioned regarding Figure 1,
these are regions where the magnetic field lines at the borders of interacting vortices have
the same direction, so reconnection cannot occur. It is therefore reasonable to assume that,
under these circumstances, the frozen-in condition holds, which is why, in these structures,
we observe a strong coupling between magnetic field and ion bulk velocity fluctuations. In
panel (d), we observe that the variations of |B| and n occur on short length scales, of the
order of the ion inertial length, and they typically seem anti-correlated, so that increases
in the former correspond to decreases in the latter and vice versa, although there is not a
perfect correspondence and the levels of the two are different, which can be linked to fact
that the plasma beta is different from 1. It is reasonable to speculate that the anti-correlation
between the two quantities is related to the balance between magnetic and particles’ thermal
pressure, so that when one decreases, the other one has to increase and vice versa. There
are, however, two pink-shaded regions where we observe a direct correlation instead,
as δ|B| = δn. These regions are as large as a few times di, and panel (a) shows that they
correspond to the centres of large-scale vortices. In this case, the pressure balance cannot
hold as the fluctuations of both quantities are positive with respect to their mean values. We
can explain this by considering the Faraday–Ohm equation in the Hall-MHD approximation,
which, when written for B/n, reads B/n, and reads d(B/n)/dte = (B/n) ·∇ue, where
d(B/n)/dte ≡ ∂(B/n)/∂t + ue ·∇(B/n) (cf. [48] for the ideal MHD case where ue → ui).

Figure 1b shows that inside the two magnetic vortices corresponding to the pink-
shaded areas, the amplitude of the current density is small and uniform, as the gradients of
the magnetic field are mostly localised in its borders. The same can be said for the electron
bulk velocity (not shown here), which provides the dominant contribution to the current.
Moreover, in 2D, we have (B/n) ·∇ue ≡ (δB⊥/n) ·∇⊥ue, so that this term is always
second-order in the fluctuations, with δB⊥ being small in these regions (see Figure 1c,d).
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We can then assume d(B/n)/dte ' 0 ⇒ d(|B|/n)/dte ' 0 ⇒ |B|/n = c, where c is a
constant: an increase in the magnitude of the magnetic field determines an increase in the
density (and vice versa), in such a way that δ|B| = c δn.

Finally, it is worth discussing the yellow-shaded area, which appears quite peculiar.
In this region, the fluctuation of the magnetic field in the z direction is larger than B0
and opposite in sign, resulting in a reversal of the local magnetic field. This resembles
the so-called “switchbacks”, i.e., structures that exhibit large rotations in the magnetic
field direction and have been observed in the solar wind, especially closer to the Sun.
Switchbacks are arc-polarized Alfvènic structures, e.g., [49–51], meaning that the magnetic
field vector inside a switchback lies on the arc of a sphere of radius |B|. They are also
associated with proton velocity enhancements [52,53]. Here, we indeed recover some of
these properties: (i) as already mentioned, the magnetic field direction is reversed (panel g);
(ii) the fluctuations are predominantly Aflvènic, as we observe some overlapping between
δB and ±δui in all three components, except for some depletion of velocity fluctuations at
the centre of the structure; (iii) the magnitude of the magnetic field, |B|, is quite constant
within the structure, in contrast with the larger variations that are observed in most other
regions; (iv) the velocity component in the direction of B0 exhibits a large peak, of the
order of the Aflvèn velocity, much larger than anywhere else in the 1D cut. It is worth
stressing that here we are saying that the highlighted structure exhibits some “switchback-
like” properties, with no claim that this can actually be regarded as one. Switchbacks
are typically observed at much larger scales. In our simulation, however, the correlation
length of the turbulence is limited by the size of the simulation box. We can speculate
that in a much larger, realistic, 3D plasma system, where energy is injected by large-scale
drivers such as large velocity shears, we could expect the formation of very large magnetic
flux tubes; these could interact among each other and, if the magnetic field lines at their
borders are directed in the same direction—as we can reasonably expect in the case of a
strong ambient field such as that of the Parker spiral—the perpendicular magnetic field
components could increase due to squeezing, and this could cause a very large decrease
in the parallel component, as observed in our simulation. In such a situation, this kind of
structure could form at much larger scales, which are not accessible here and/or grow in
size also due to the solar wind expansion. In this regard, large-scale numerical simulations,
also employing the expanding box model, could help to shed light on the formation and
nature of switchbacks, as already suggested by Squire et al. [54].

Figure 3 shows a horizontal 1D cut for Run 2 at y = 104 di. The panels here show the
same quantities as for Run 1 in Figure 2. The fields exhibit a quite different behaviour with
respect to Run 1: (i) the compressibility is much smaller, as the fluctuations of n and |B| are
much smaller than for Run 1 (panel d); (ii) there is a very good anti-correlation between |B|
and n, with the fluctuations of the two quantities being comparable and opposite in sign
almost everywhere along the 1D cut (d); (iii) there are many regions where the fluctuations
are Alfvénic, with δB = ±c δui and c of the order of 1 (e,f); (iv) the fluctuations of B and ui
in the direction of B0 are very small (g). Point (ii) is compatible with the prediction from the
force balance equation1, ∇P = J × B, where P = Pi + Pe is the total thermal pressure (see
also the Appendix in Papini et al. [33]). Using well-known vector identities, the equation
above can be rewritten in the form

∇
(

P +
|B|2

2

)
= (B · ∇)B. (1)

When the turbulent fluctuations are sufficiently small with respect to the ambient magnetic
field, we can neglect the second-order terms in the fluctuations on both sides of Equation (1).
We then obtain

|B| =

√√√√B2
0

(
1 + 2

δB‖
B0

+
|δB|2

B2
0

)
' B0

(
1 +

δB‖
B0

)
, (2)
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which yields ∇(|B|2) = 2 |B| ∇(|B|) ' 2 B0∇(|B|), and (B · ∇)B ≡ (δB⊥ · ∇⊥)δB ' 0,
where, in the latter, we have used the fact that the system is 2D. Assuming quasi-neutrality,
ni = ne = n, we can express P = nk(Ti + Te) = nk(βi + βe)/2, where kB is the Boltzmann
constant. If we also assume that the gradients of the pressure are mainly due to gradients
in the density, we can then rewrite Equation (1) as

∇
(

βi + βe

2
n + B0 |B|

)
' 0, (3)

which yields
βi + βe

2 B0
δn ' −δ|B|+ c, (4)

where c is a constant, which is smaller for a smaller level of turbulent fluctuation. For Run
2, where βi = βe = 1, this merely gives δn ' −δ|B|, as is indeed observed in Figure 3d.
The fact that, in some regions, this does not hold exactly is likely due to the fact that the
plasma is not perfectly isothermal and some small variations in the ion temperature occur
locally. Moreover, the approximation of considering the fluctuations much smaller than B0
might not be appropriate everywhere in the simulation box. In this regard, it is interesting
to note that the approximation in Equation (2) is strictly valid only when

2B0δB‖
|δB|2 � 1 (5)

and, when this holds, Equation (2) also allows us to approximate δ|B| ' δB‖. Indeed, com-
paring Figure 3d,g highlights the similar behaviour of δ|B| and δB‖(= δBz), although there
is not a perfect correspondence everywhere.

Figure 3. Same as for Run 1 in Figure 2, but for Run 2.

Finally, Figure 3 also shows that, even in Run 2, we can observe some regions where
the fluctuations are Alfvénic (gray-shaded areas) in between vortices, although these seem
to be less frequent than for Run 1 and slightly larger.
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3.2. Spectral Properties

Now, we complement the description of the turbulent structures by analysing their
spectral properties, as these are aspects that we can easily compare quantitatively between
the two simulations. Figure 4 shows the power spectra of the magnetic and ion bulk velocity
fluctuations for Run 1 (panel a) and for Run 2 (b), as well their direct comparison ((c) and
(d)). In order to better compare the shape of the spectra, we have also renormalised the
power spectra of B for Run 2 such that, at k⊥di = 1, it has the same value as for Run 1. This
normalisation factor corrects for the fact that the two simulations have two different initial
levels of fluctuation and two slightly different injection scales. We have also renormalised
the power spectrum of ui for Run 2 by the same factor. The power spectra of B from both
simulations exhibit a power-law behaviour with a spectral index compatible with −5/3 in
the range between the injection scale and the ion scales. At smaller scales, it still behaves
as a power law but with a different scaling, i.e., −11/3 for Run 1 (a) and −3 for Run 2 (b).
Figure 4c shows that, once renormalised, the power spectra of B for the two simulations
have exactly the same shape down to k⊥di ' 4, before they diverge. The power spectra
of ui from both simulations also exhibit a power-law behaviour, with a spectral index that
does not differ much from that of B, although it has a lower level, which indicates the
presence of some residual energy, i.e., an excess of magnetic over kinetic energy. At sub-ion
scales, the power spectrum of ui from Run 1 exhibits a power-law range with the same
spectral index as B and a level that is less than an order of magnitude smaller, meaning
that, at sub-ion scales, δBk and δui,k are almost comparable until the noise level is reached.
This hints at the possibility that, in this case, the ion bulk velocity fluctuations are somehow
still coupled to the magnetic field fluctuations. On the contrary, the power spectrum of
ui from Run 2 drops at k⊥di ' 1 and quickly falls a couple of orders of magnitude lower
than the magnetic field spectrum. In this case, it seems that the ions fully decouple from
the magnetic field once the ion kinetic scales are reached. Figure 4d confirms what has
been said above, also clearly showing that the power spectrum of ui for Run 2 starts
decreasing at a larger scale with respect to Run 1. This could be related to the fact that
the ion gyroradius ρi =

√
βidi is larger in the former, as is the ion beta. This trend is in

agreement with what we previously observed in Franci et al. [42], where we analysed a
collection of simulations with βi varying from 0.01 to 10 (although the power spectra of ui
were not explicitly shown there).

It is also interesting to compare the magnetic compressibility, δB2
‖/|δB|2, which is

shown in Figure 5. In particular, in panel (a) and (b), we show the power spectra of the
parallel magnetic fluctuations with respect to the guide field, δB‖, of the magnitude of
the magnetic field, |B|, and of the density, n, for Run 1 and Run 2, respectively. Figure 5a
shows that, for Run 1, the approximation δB‖ ' δ|B| is quite good below the ion-scale
break, while it is worse at larger scales. This is in agreement with the fact that the ratio in
Equation (5) is minimum around the injection scale and it monotonically increases with
decreasing scale, reaching a value of 10 at approximately the scale of the break (not shown
here). In the inset, we show the ratio δ|B|/δn, which is constant for k⊥di & 1 and very close
to the prediction from Equation (4), with c negligible, which is marked by the black dashed
horizontal line. It is worth noting that the ratio is constant only at sub-ion scales, while it is
scale-dependent at larger scales. This could explain why we could not see a clear behaviour
in the 1D cuts of the simulation domain shown in Figure 2. Figure 5b shows that, for Run
2, instead, the approximation δB‖ ' δ|B| is very good for k⊥di & 0.4 and until the noise
level is reached, in agreement with the fact that the ratio in Equation (5) reaches 10 already
at k⊥di ' 1. In this case, the fluctuations of n, |B|, and B‖ appear to be strongly coupled,
since (βi + βe)/2 = 1, and such coupling holds at all scales above the noise level. This
explains why we could observe a clear anti-correlation between |B| and n in the 1D cuts
shown in Figure 3. In Figure 5c, we directly compare the magnetic compressibility of the
two simulations with the theoretical prediction δB2

‖/|δB|2 = β/[2(1 + β)] [57,58], where
β = βi + βe is the total plasma beta, as we have also recently done in Matteini et al. [59].
Such prediction, which is valid for kinetic Alfvèn waves (KAWs), is expected to hold, more
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in general, for low-frequency magnetic structures in pressure balance at those scales where
the ion bulk velocity becomes negligible with respect to the electron one. Interestingly,
the two simulations exhibit a comparable value of the magnetic compressibility at sub-
ion scales, with a small shift in the scale at which a plateau is reached. Such shift is
compatible with what we have found in Matteini et al. [59], where we have observed that
such scale depends on the ion plasma beta, being smaller for larger betas. While the level is
comparable to the theoretical prediction for Run 2, it is not for Run 1. It seems that, for both
simulations, the level of magnetic compressibility sets to ∼ 1/3, which corresponds to
isotropy between the three magnetic field components. Finally, in Figure 5d, we compare
the ratio δB2

‖/δn2 for the two simulations with the theoretical prediction for KAWs. This

can be rewritten as β2/4 and it also corresponds to the prediction for magnetic structures
in pressure balance in the presence of small turbulent fluctuations (cf. Equation (4)). While,
for Run 2, the ratio almost coincides with the prediction, for Run 1, instead, we obtain
an excess. We speculate that this could be related to the larger level of initial fluctuation,
which affects the validity of our assumptions, as already discussed in regard to Figure 5a. It
is important to note, however, that, for Run 1, the ratio is only less than a factor of 2 larger
than the prediction, meaning that the ratio δB‖/δn is still of the order of 1.
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Figure 4. Spectral properties of the magnetic field and ion bulk velocity fluctuations: (a) power
spectra of B and ui for Run 1 with reference power laws superimposed; (b) same as panel (a) but for
Run 2; (c) direct comparison of the magnetic field spectrum of Run 1 and Run 2, with the latter also
renormalised by a factor that “corrects” for the lower initial magnetic fluctuations and the slightly
larger injection scale (so that the spectra of the two simulations coincide at k⊥di = 1); (d) same as
panel (c) but for the ion bulk velocity.
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Figure 5. Spectral properties of the parallel magnetic fluctuations with respect to the ambient field,
B‖, and of the density, n: (a) power spectra of B‖, |B|, and n for Run 1, with the ratio δn/δ|B| in
the inset; (b) same as for panel (a) but for Run 2; (c) magnetic compressibility δB2

‖/|δB|2 for Run 1

and Run 2, compared with theoretical predictions (see text); (d) ratio δB2
‖/δn2 for Run 1 and Run 2,

compared with theoretical predictions (see text). The shaded areas in panels (c,d) mark the scales at
which the noise significantly affects the spectra in the two simulations.

3.3. Magnetic Reconnection

Magnetic reconnection is intrinsically linked to plasma turbulence. On the one hand,
it occurs spontaneously in turbulent plasmas as the result of the interaction between nearby
magnetic vortices, which create strong current sheets that eventually disrupt, e.g., [20].
On the other hand, it can act as a driver for the onset of a turbulent cascade below the ion
characteristic scales, transferring energy non-locally in Fourier k-space from the inertial-
range scales, characteristic of large magnetic vortices, to the sub-ion scales, characteristic of
the current sheets [45]. It is therefore interesting to compare how magnetic reconnection
behaves in the two simulations, under different plasma conditions. Figure 6 shows statistics
of the evolution and properties of reconnection events. A detailed explanation of how these
are detected and their reconnection rates are computed can be found in Papini et al. [60].
Here, we recall that we identify a reconnection event by pairing magnetic X-points with
their nearest O-point inside a current sheet. For each of these events, we compute its
reconnection rate as

γrec =

∣∣∣∣∣ 1
Φ|OX

∂Φ|OX
∂t

∣∣∣∣∣, (6)

where Φ|OX = AO
z − AX

z is the reconnected magnetic flux density between the O-point and
the X-point, i.e., the difference in the out-of-plane vector potential, Az, at the two points.
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Figure 6. Overview of the time evolution of the properties of magnetic reconnection events: (a,b) num-
ber of reconnection events in the simulation box and their distribution in terms of the reconnection rate,
γrec, at each time during the evolution for Run 1 (the vertical dashed line marks the average recon-
nection rate); (c,d) same as panels (a,b) but for Run 2; (e) number of reconnection events normalised
to their maximum values versus the time normalised to the nonlinear time for the two simulations;
(f) distribution of reconnection rates at the time of maximum turbulent activity for the two simulations,
normalised to their local Alfvén time τA (the vertical dashed lines mark the average values).

Figure 6a,c show the time evolution of the number of reconnection events during
Run 1 and Run 2, respectively, up to the time when they reach a fully developed turbulent
state. The overall evolution in both simulations is similar and qualitatively the same
as the one reported in [60]. Firstly, we note that the number of reconnection events is
different in the two simulations. This is a consequence of the different injection scale and of
the different plasma conditions, which, as we have noticed in Section 3.1, determine the
different filling factors of magnetic vortices. This leads to a different number of regions
where vortices interact and hence to a different number of formed current sheets. Magnetic
reconnection starts to occur early in both simulations, with the number of reconnection
events growing until it reaches a more or less constant plateau, i.e., a balance is achieved
between current sheets disrupting and new ones forming. Figure 6b,d show the distribution
of the reconnection rates for all events at all times. The distribution of the reconnection
rates for Run 1 is shifted toward higher values than for Run 2 by roughly one order of
magnitude, with an average reconnection rate γrec/Ωi = 1.93 and 0.34 for Run 1 and
Run 2, respectively. Therefore, it is reasonable to ask whether this is the indication of
the existence of two different regimes of turbulence-mediated reconnection in the two
runs or it is instead the same regime but occurring under different turbulence conditions.
To further investigate this aspect, in Figure 6e, we compare the temporal evolution of
the number of reconnection events in the two simulations, by putting together panels (a)
and (c). To correct for the different number of events in the two simulations, here, we
have renormalised the number of events by their respective maximum values during the
evolution. Moreover, since we know that magnetic reconnection takes place in current
sheets that form and shrink between magnetic vortices and that the first current sheets form
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between the largest vortices, we have also renormalised the evolution time by the nonlinear
time of the large-scale magnetic vortices (the so-called eddy turnover time), as this is
the characteristic timescale of turbulence regardless of the different initial conditions that
may be set, e.g., [61]. For the nonlinear time, we adopt the definition tnl = (δuinj

e kinj
⊥ )−1,

where δuinj
e is the amplitude of the electron bulk velocity fluctuations at the injection scale.

This yields tRun 1
nl = 5.5 Ω−1

i and tRun 2
nl = 15 Ω−1

i . The time evolution in units of t/tnl is
very similar for the two simulations: they both develop the first reconnection events after
approximately∼ 1tnl and reach the maximum turbulent activity after a few times this value.
This is consistent with our previous results [45,60,62], and further confirms a posteriori that
the driver of reconnection is the turbulence, via the interaction of magnetic vortices, and so
the eddy turnover time also acts as the “characteristic clock” for the formation of current
sheets, which then undergo reconnection.

Indeed, Figure 6e suggests the idea that the characteristic scale of magnetic reconnec-
tion mainly depends on some global parameters ruled by the turbulence. Therefore, we
can expect also the average reconnection rate of the distribution of reconnection events
to display a general dependence on these parameters. We can find such a dependence
under the hypothesis that the tearing mode theory can be applied here, thanks to the large
aspect ratio of the current sheets generated by turbulence. We can then identify the average
reconnection rate with the growth rate of the average dominant reconnecting mode. We
recall that, in order for tearing mode theory to be applicable, the growth rate must be much
larger than the inverse eddy turnover time governing the evolution of the current sheet.
Although this is strictly valid only in the case of a periodic current sheet, in the absence
of periodicity, one may in principle assume the Fourier mode decomposition required by
the tearing analysis to be valid in a Wentzel–Kramers–Brillouin (WKB) sense, if the current
sheet aspect ratio is large enough (see Section IX of Betar et al. [63] for a discussion of these
arguments applied to a case of turbulence-mediated reconnection).

The classic tearing mode theory provides specific scaling for the reconnection rate
of the fastest growing mode [64]. This is indeed true in the case of current sheets with a
sufficiently large aspect ratio, as has been verified in several numerical studies of magnetic
reconnection [65–67] and turbulence-induced reconnection [45,60]. While the scalings of the
fastest mode are only weakly dependent on the profile of the reconnecting current sheet [68],
they display a more important dependence on non-ideal terms [63,68]. Luckily, regardless
of the tearing mode regime and of the theoretical model considered, the growth rates of
tearing-type modes are of the order of the local Alfvèn time τA ∼ a/cA when the non-ideal
normalised parameters (i.e., acA/η, (de/a)2, (ρs/a)2, (ρi/a)2, (di/a), etc.) are of the order
of ∼ 0.1 or larger (e.g., see Table 2 of [69]). Here, a is the characteristic width of the current
sheet, cA is the local Alfvén speed measured at the current sheet location, de is the electron
inertial length, and ρs is the sound gyroradius. Therefore, we can expect that the majority of
the reconnection events of each simulation have a growth rate of the order of γrecτA ∼ O(1).
To obtain an estimate of γrec, we then need to estimate the local Alfvén time of the current
sheets in the simulation. Firstly, we observe that reconnection events occur in current sheets
generated by turbulence, which are all of comparable size. We assume that the characteristic
width a corresponds to the scale of the ion-scale spectral break in the power spectrum of
the magnetic fluctuations, as suggested in Franci et al. [42]. This assumption is based on the
fact that such a break coincides with the maximum of the power spectrum of the current
density, which we expect to occur at the scale corresponding to the width of the most intense
current structures: current sheets are observed to be squeezed by the magnetic vortices,
growing in amplitude, until they eventually disrupt so that, below this scale, the amplitude
of the current fluctuations drops. We can then estimate a by using the empirical formula
for the ion-scale break from [42]. This was obtained from simulations which employed
βi = βe. This condition is true for Run 2 and is also approximatively satisfied by Run 1. We
recall that this formula agrees, in the limits of small and large βi, with the solar wind data
analysed by [70], which respectively yield a ∼ di and a ∼ ρi. These limit values also agree
with the theoretical estimates—obtained by dimensional analysis of the fluid equations
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extended to include the full pressure tensor dynamics—of the characteristic spatial scales
of current and vorticity structures, when steady conditions are assumed. These estimates

yield a ∼ di for βe, βi � 1 and a ∼
√

ρ2
s + ρ2

i for βe, βi � 1 [71]. By applying the formula
in Equation (1) of [42], we then obtain a ' 0.37 di for Run 1 and a ' 0.50s di for Run 2.
For what concerns the estimate of the Alfvén speed, we can assume that it is proportional
to the initial average level of the magnetic fluctuations at the injection scale, i.e., cA ∼ δBkinj .

Since PB(kinj) = δB2
kinj /kinj ∼ (δBrms)2, it follows that cA ∼ Brms

√
kinj. By using the

estimated values for a and cA, we then obtain τA = 1.30 Ω−1
i and 3.94 Ω−1

i for Run 1 and
Run 2, respectively.

Figure 6f shows the distribution of the reconnection rates, normalised with respect to
the average local Alfvén time τA, at the time of maximum turbulent activity for the two
simulations (i.e., a 1D cut from panel (b) at t = 50 Ω−1

i and from panel (d) at 200 Ω−1
i ).

The use of τA as a normalisation factor brings the two distributions very close to each other,
with the normalised average reconnection rates being γrecτA = 2.50 for Run 1 and 0.96 for
Run 2 (see the vertical dashed lines), which are consistent with the theoretical estimate,
given the simplifying hypotheses made.

4. Discussion

The comparisons between Run 1 (βi = 0.2, βe = 0.5, δBrms = 0.44 B0) and Run 2
(βi = βe = 1, δBrms = 0.24 B0) have highlighted some similarities—some of which could
not be given a priori, or at least not fully—as well as some significant differences. The
common features are as follows:

• Magnetic structures of different shape and size form, e.g., vortices with a diameter
ranging from the injection scales down to fractions of the inertial length di and fila-
mentary structures of width comparable to a few times di and length up to a few tens
of di. The latter form between vortices when their respective field lines are aligned
and some of them are observed to be highly Alfvénic.

• Ion-scale current sheets form as the result of the interaction between vortices with anti-
aligned magnetic field lines and they reconnect quite shortly afterwards. During the
evolution, current sheets keep forming and disrupting via reconnection and a balance
is soon reached between these two processes.

• The width of current sheets when they disrupt is comparable in the two simulations
and of the order of the ion scales, likely due to the small difference in the ion plasma
beta, such that ρi =

√
βi di = 0.45 di for Run 1 and ρi = di for Run 2.

• The power spectrum of the magnetic field exhibits a power-law behaviour with a
spectral index of −5/3 in the inertial range, followed by an ion-scale spectral break.

• The power spectrum of the ion bulk velocity has a slightly lower level than the
magnetic field one (indicative of residual energy) and it starts dropping at a scale
which is larger than the break scale for the magnetic field.

• δ|B| ' δB‖ represents a good approximation at sub-ion scales and the ratio δn/δ|B| is
perfectly constant and comparable to the theoretical prediction for magnetic structures
in force balance.

• The magnetic compressibility increases from the inertial range through the ion scales
until it reaches a plateau around the break scale of the magnetic field power spectrum,
at a value that is comparable in the two simulations and corresponds to equipartition
between the three vector components.

The main differences between the two simulations are, instead, as follows.

• The magnetic structures (vortices and filaments) appear well defined and with neat
borders in Run 1, while they appear more curly and wave-like in Run 2.

• The filling factor of magnetic vortices is larger in Run 1, which also determines a larger
number of reconnection events at each time during the evolution.

• δ|B| and of δn are large for Run 1, while they are much smaller for Run 2, where
the two quantities exhibit a remarkable anti-correlation. This is directly related to
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δn/δ|B| being perfectly constant in Fourier space for k⊥di ' 1 and very close to
the expectation for structures in force balance (which also coincides with the KAW
theoretical prediction) for Run 2 but less so for Run 1.

• Regions of correlation between |B| and n are observed in Run 1, while they are not
present in Run 2.

• The approximation δ|B| ' δB‖ holds in the inertial range for Run 2, due to the smaller
turbulent fluctuations, while it does not for Run 1.

• The power spectrum of the magnetic field is around an order of magnitude larger for
Run 1, due to the larger initial level of fluctuations with respect to the ambient field.

• The power spectrum of the ion velocity at sub-ion scale falls quickly several orders
of magnitude lower than the magnetic field one, with no well-defined behaviour,
for Run 1, while, for Run 2, it exhibits a power law with the same spectral index as the
magnetic field and a level that is less than an order of magnetic lower.

• The power spectrum of the density in Run 1 is around an order of magnitude larger
than the magnetic field one, while, in Run 2, the two are almost overlapped.

Some of these differences in fact become similarities, once some key quantities are
renormalised properly and complementary analysis is performed.

• The power spectra of the magnetic field of the two simulations, renormalised to take
into account the different injections of energy at the top of the turbulent cascade,
exhibit exactly the same shape at scales larger than the ion-scale break, as they overlap
almost perfectly for k⊥di ' 4.

• The very good anti-correlation between n and |B| and the poor one observed in the
1D spatial cuts of Run 1 and Run 2, respectively, seems to suggest a different nature
of the fluctuations. The ratio δn/δ|B| in Fourier space, however, shows that the
difference is only in the inertial range, where the ratio between the power spectra of
the two quantities is constant in Run 2 but not in Run 1. At sub-ion scales, instead,
the fluctuations are compatible with structures in force balance in both cases, when
taking into account their respective plasma beta.

• The time evolution of magnetic reconnection is similar in the two simulations, once
the simulation time is renormalised to the eddy turnover time of the injection-scale
vortices, which is characteristic of the nonlinear time at the top of the turbulent cascade,
tnl: reconnection events start to occur already at t ' tnl, and at approximately twice
this time, they reach their maximum number and maintain it during the following
evolution, when a balance between current sheet formation and disruption is achieved.

• The distributions of the reconnection rates of all magnetic reconnection events in the
two simulations are comparable once we renormalise them by their respective Alfvèn
time τA, with merely a factor of ∼ 2 of difference between their average values. These
are also compatible with < γrec > τA ∼ O(1), where τA depends on the rms of the
magnetic fluctuations, on the energy injection scale, and on the ion plasma beta.

5. Conclusions

We have compared different properties of turbulence and magnetic reconnection in
two high-resolution 2D hybrid simulations of turbulent plasmas with conditions typical of
the solar wind close to the Sun (Run 1) and close to Earth (Run 2). The two simulations have
both been initialised with in-plane Alfvénic-like magnetic and ion velocity fluctuations
embedded in an out-of-plane ambient magnetic field. They differ, however, in some funda-
mental physical parameters, i.e., the ion and electron plasma beta (βi = 0.2 and βe = 0.5
for Run 1, βi = βe = 1 for Run 2) and the level of initial fluctuations with respect to the
ambient field (δBrms = 0.25 B0 for Run 1 and δBrms = 0.44 B0 for Run 2). The two simula-
tions also differ in their numerical setting (e.g., number of grid points, spatial resolution,
number of particles). We are confident, however, that these do not play a significant role in
determining the main differences, based on a large collection of simulations with varying
numerical parameters and convergence tests performed over many years, e.g., [20]. By
looking at the 1D spatial cuts of different fields across the simulation domains, at the power
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spectra of different fields and some characteristic ratios in Fourier space, and at the statistic
of magnetic reconnection events, we have identified similarities and differences between
the two simulations.

The main conclusion of this work is that some features and properties of turbulence
and reconnection, which appear quite different at first glance, are actually the manifestation
of similar processes under different plasma conditions, rather than the result of different
regimes. Our analysis also provides some interesting insights on the development and
properties of plasma turbulence and magnetic reconnection in collisionless plasmas:

(i) Regardless of their nature in the inertial range, the magnetic and density fluctua-
tions are observed to be governed by the force balance at sub-ion scales, where the
level of the fluctuations becomes small enough with respect to the ambient field;

(ii) Strong elongated Alfvénic structures can form between two vortices (or, likely,
between two flux tubes in a more realistic 3D environment), when their respective
field lines are aligned and magnetic reconnection does not occur;

(iii) When the level of turbulent fluctuations is large enough, there is a chance to develop
magnetic field reversals, with properties that are similar to those of switchbacks;

(iv) When the ion plasma beta is small and/or the turbulence strength is large, which
correspond to the conditions where the power spectrum of the magnetic field
is typically steeper at sub-ion scales, e.g., [72], the power spectrum of the ion
velocity seems to be not negligible, hinting at a possible role of the ion current in
the turbulent cascade [38];

(v) Under the plasma conditions mentioned above, the level of magnetic compress-
ibility at sub-ion scales seems to be determined by the magnetic field component
isotropy and, as such, to be independent of the plasma beta, rather than by the
theoretical prediction for KAWs;

(vi) When magnetic reconnection develops spontaneously due to the interaction of
turbulent magnetic vortices, the eddy turnover time at the energy injection scale is
the “clock” that governs the evolution of reconnection events; these start to develop
after roughly one characteristic time, and after a few times this value, a balance is
reached between the current sheets forming and those disrupting via reconnection.
The characteristic time for their disruption via reconnection is instead compatible
with the Alfvén time of the background turbulence.

It is important to stress that this numerical study suffers from some intrinsic limi-
tations. First, the two simulations analysed here are 2D. Although our previous studies
have suggested that the spectral properties do not change significantly between two and
three dimensions [38,47], we cannot exclude that other turbulence properties and magnetic
reconnection would not be substantially altered in 3D and that the two simulations would
not differ more. For example, temperature anisotropy-driven instabilities are strongly
affected by the dimensionality (cf. Hellinger et al. [73] vs. Hellinger et al. [74]). Secondly,
the simulation box size limits the injection scale and, as a consequence, the maximum sizes
of magnetic vortices, current sheets, and switchback-like structures. Last but not least,
the level of realism of the simulations could be much further improved by also setting
the initial ion temperature anisotropy to observed average values (here, we start with
temperature isotropy) and including the effects of the solar wind expansion. Extending this
comparison by using large-scale 3D expanding-box hybrid simulations, also complement-
ing previous studies that investigated the effects of the solar wind expansion, e.g., [74–77],
will be the subject of future work.
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Note
1 Note that here we have assumed that the ion pressure tensor can be approximated as a scalar quantity, so that ∇ · P ' ∇P,

although ion pressure anisotropy is predicted to be generated in Alfvénic turbulence at k⊥di ' 1 [55,56]. This approximation is
good enough for providing an interpretation of the observed correlation between magnetic and density fluctuations.
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